Summer Fun
Learning with
Holst

HINDUISM
AND
HOLST

Suggested Age: 11-14

When the famous composer Holst grew up in Cheltenham he probably met
few Hindus. He may have had friends whose parents had been in the
services in India which could have sparked an interest in Indian
culture.
Around the time Holst moved to London to study music at the Royal
College many others were exploring and inspired by the culture of India.
The college presented some Indian music and Holst read several books
by Muller including translations from Sanskrit of Hindu writings. He
thought they were stilted and wanted to try to read the originals. He
bought himself a teach yourself Sanskrit book and worked through it,
whilst still studying and teaching!
In his early years as a teacher at St Paul’s School he began to write
music based on the Vedas. (the Hindu texts). Later he wrote a three act
version of Sita from the Ramayana (you might have learnt her story when
you learnt about Divali) and then the story of Savitri from the
Mahabharata.

Rama and Sita and brother
Lakshmana during exile in the
forest.

Activities:
• Listen to Sita on YouTube performed by the London Symphony
Orchestra:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-J39zIzqQ8
• Listen to Savitri on YouTube conducted by Holst’s daughter
Imogen Holst
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5meFq1hxfDI
(What do you think of the music? Have you listened to any of Holst’s later
and most famous work The Planets?)

• Read the stories of Sita and Savitiri
• Find the Pillaiyar (Ganesh) Hindu temple in Gloucester
(Badminton Road, Matson, GL46AY). (Please check website
for current opening if planning to visit http://
www.gloucesterpillaiyartemple.org/contact.html)
• Find the Hindu Community Centre on Swindon Road,
Cheltenham
(video of an event at the centre https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qEsF1xxiWXY )

We’d love to find out how you got on - post a comment
or photo on our Twitter or Facebook book page

